Introduction: A lack of standardization with accelerometry-based monitors has made it hard to advance applications for both research and practice. Resolving these challenges is essential for developing methods for consistent, agnostic reporting of physical activity outcomes from wearable monitors in clinical applications. Methods: This article reviewed the literature on the methods used to evaluate the validity of contemporary consumer activity monitors. A rationale for focusing on energy expenditure as a key outcome measure in validation studies was provided followed by a summary of the strengths and limitations of different analytical methods. The primary review included 23 recent validation studies that collectively reported energy expenditure estimates from 58 monitors relative to values from appropriate criterion measures. Results: The majority of studies reported weak indicators such as correlation coefficients (87%), but only half (52%) reported the recommended summary statistic of mean absolute percent error needed to evaluate actual individual error. Fewer used appropriate tests of agreement such as equivalence testing (22%). Conclusions: The use of inappropriate analytic methods and incomplete reporting of outcomes is a major limitation for systematically advancing research with both research grade and consumer-grade activity monitors. Guidelines are provided to standardize analytic methods and reporting in these types of studies to enhance the utility of the devices for clinical mHealth applications.
W earable activity monitors that track user's daily behavior continue to be popular among consumers, and industry experts project continued growth of the consumer sector over time (1, 2) . One projection suggested that the number of connected wearable devices worldwide would exceed 900 million by the year 2021 (an approximate tripling of the values from 2016) (3) . The strongest areas of growth are expected to be in the continued integration with Smartwatch technology, and in mobile health (mHealth) applications (apps) designed for clinical applications (4, 5) . One estimate suggests that the use of mHealth apps would save the US health care system approximately US $7 billion per year if they were integrated into standard treatments for conditions, such as diabetes, asthma, and cardiac rehabilitation (6) . Wearable activity monitors represent only a fraction of a broader spectrum of "wearable health technology" but they are frequently emphasized due to the continued popularity of affordable, commercially available devices (7) .
Although the potential is high, many challenges remain in trying to incorporate wearable activity monitors into standard clinical care. The promise and challenges of integrating wearable activity monitors into clinical applications have been fully described in a publication titled "The Wild West: A Framework to Integrate mHealth Software Applications and Wearables to Support Physical Activity Assessment, Counseling and Interventions for Cardiovascular Disease Risk Reduction" (8) . The article provides a blueprint of the key steps involved in this integration process. Raw data from wearable monitors must first be uploaded into a robust data management system to enable it to be processed in standardized ways. The complex raw data must then be converted into appropriate summary indicators to facilitate integration of data into electronic medical records (EMR) systems. Once integrated, the data can then be used to inform clinical decisions made by the health care team. Although considerable research has been done to develop and evaluate wearable monitors, there still are no viable examples of devices being fully deployed and integrated into EMR systems for clinical applications. The health care industry has already adopted various standards for data sharing (e.g., Health Level Seven) and there are promising data processing tools available to facilitate the integration of data into EMR applications in a standardized way (e.g., Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources). Thus, the primary stumbling block with the use of wearable monitors in clinical settings is arguably with the lack of standardization in metrics and formats available from the devices.
Addressing these fundamental measurement challenges on the input side of the mHealth framework (8) is essential to ensure accurate outcomes and effective clinical counseling at the output side. The international Exercise is Medicine (EIM) initiative (www.exerciseismedicine.org) led by the American College of Sports Medicine is specifically focused on the incorporation of physical activity (PA) as a "vital sign" in clinical medicine and to facilitate effective referral to community-based programming. Self-report measures have already been successfully incorporated into EMR systems in many medical systems, but this is viewed as a preliminary screening tool (8) , due to established limitations of report-based measures (9) . Wearable monitors clearly offer potential to overcome the limitations of report-based measures, but their potential has yet to be realized (10) . Thus, to capitalize on the promise of mHealth applications, it is essential to develop ways to facilitate the standardized use of wearable devices to assess PA in clinical applications.
Before standardized use can be promoted in practice, it is necessary to first standardize the evaluation of the monitors. This point was specifically emphasized in a recent position statement of the American Heart Association (AHA) designed to facilitate the routine assessment and promotion of PA in health care settings (11) . Currently, the market for wearable monitors is driven by market forces, but to harness the potential of monitors in mHealth applications it is essential to develop standards and guidelines to govern potential use in clinical settings. To facilitate broader integration into mHealth applications (and support clinical decisions made by health care teams), the field must eventually move toward agnostic monitoring methods that enable outcomes to be reported in a consistent way regardless of the device being used. Researchers may defend a certain choice of monitor or method for a specific application, but broader integration into health care settings requires standardized (and accurate) reporting of PA metrics by devices and across time (11) .
The purpose of this article is to review current analytic methods used to evaluate wearable activity monitors and provide guidelines to standardize methods in future research. Considerable research has already been conducted on the utility of various research-grade monitors, but the variability in the ways in which they are evaluated and compared has made it difficult to compare outcomes. This is further compounded by the inherent complexities of working with (and evaluating) newer lines of wearable activity monitors. Therefore, the overall focus is on the extent to which studies have utilized sound methods and on the provision of guidelines to promote more comparable metrics in the future. The article has four major sections that build toward the specific recommendations: 1) The first section provides a rationale for focusing on PA and energy expenditure (EE), as well as an overview of the evolution of monitoring technology in these devices.
2) The second section summarizes the strengths and limitations of various statistical indicators and analytic methods used to examine validity and measurement agreement to justify the approaches used in the studies we reviewed.
3) The third section describes the results of the review and explains how the choice of indicators and methods can influence outcomes. 4) The fourth section provides specific recommendations and considerations for future evaluation studies to promote standardization and more systematic evaluation and refinement in the future. Although emphasis is placed on the assessment of PA and EE, the concepts can be related to other indicators to promote standardization and harmonization of wearable technology for a variety of applications.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ASSESSING PA BEHAVIOR
Evaluating compliance with PA guidelines. The primary need for most mHealth applications is a way to systematically evaluate compliance with established PA guidelines. The recent AHA recommendations (11) specifically emphasized the importance of "…validation efforts tied to guideline-recommended PA metrics for newer technologies" (p. e12). The current Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans (PAGA) emphasize that volume of PA is most relevant for health benefits and recommend at least 150 min·wk −1 of moderateintensity aerobic activity, or 75 min·wk −1 of vigorous-intensity activity, or an equivalent combination of both (12, 13) . The underlying scientific review by the 2018 Physical Activity Guidelines Review Committee (14) emphasized the strong dose-response relationship that exists between PA and health. They also specifically indicated that greater volumes of moderate and vigorous PA (MVPA) are associated with reduced risk of many chronic diseases, as well as weight gain and dementia. However, although the total volume of activity was emphasized, the report clarified that the relative gain in benefits is larger for those who are currently inactive or not achieving the minimum recommendations. Thus, the scientific report (14) and the PAGA document (12) highlight the importance of the overall volume of PA, as well as the need for individualized prescriptions and goal setting.
A unifying metric for evaluating compliance with PA guidelines is to compute accumulated METs across the week in units of "MET-minutes." The use of MET-minutes enables the volume of PA to be captured without having to categorize activities as minutes of MPA or minutes of VPA. As stated in the PAGA report, "The recommendation that adults do 150 to 300 min of moderate-intensity physical activity or 75 to 150 min of vigorous-intensity physical activity are both equivalent to doing about 500 to 1000 MET·min·wk −1 " (p. 109). Earlier statements and guidelines (e.g., Surgeon General's Report; American College of Sports Medicine/Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines) established separate recommendations for moderate PA (MPA) and vigorous PA (VPA). This led to conceptual challenges and confusion because it was possible for people to be active but not meet either the MPA or the VPA target. The current guidelines provide examples of how MPA and VPA can be used to achieve the recommended levels, but the use of MET-minutes is the underlying metric that enables activity to be quantified/equated in a systematic way.
From a measurement perspective, a primary advantage of standardization based on EE is that there are accepted gold standard methods available to quantify the energy costs of activity under both laboratory and field conditions (i.e., direct and indirect calorimetry). Although doubly labeled water is widely endorsed as the criterion measure for EE, the use of indirect calorimetry enables data to be examined by time for more robust analyses. Another major advantage is that EE values can easily be converted to an absolute metric, METs, which can then be partitioned into intensity categories using established thresholds (sedentary, 1.0-1.5 METs, light, 1.5-3.0; moderate, 3.0-6.0; and vigorous, >6.0). Accumulated MET-minutes throughout the day provides a useful summary indicator, but the ability to create daily profiles of activity patterns using the four categories provides considerable utility for education and behavior change applications. A final advantage of MET conversions is that individual PA data can be expressed relative to fitness if estimates of maximal aerobic capacity are available. A moderate-intensity activity such as walking (~3.0 METs) can be perceived as vigorous for a low fit individual but light for a high fit individual. This issue explains some of the discrepancies between monitor-based estimates and report-based estimates of PA (15) . Although rarely considered in population-based research, it is an important consideration for screening, counseling, and referral in clinical applications.
A traditional concern expressed about the use of METs is that people may have difficulty understanding their meaning. However, this is not a reason to deemphasize them or to resort to other indicators that are more interpretable. A useful (and parallel) example of a different vital sign that is routinely (and consistently) assessed in clinical settings is blood pressure. The accepted unit of blood pressure (mm Hg) is hardly an interpretable indicator yet the public has come to understand the differences and recommended thresholds for systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Patients are encouraged to have their blood pressure checked regularly and various devices enable users to check blood pressure at home using automated cuffs. For clinical applications (and tracking in EMR systems), medical staff typically rely on measurements obtained by a trained expert using a standardized method. The unifying aspect is the standardized use of millimeters of mercury as the unit to capture and report blood pressure. Although devices may vary in their accuracy, the use of a common indicator makes it possible for clinicians and patients to discuss a common number. Clinicians are then able to make decisions based on where the patient falls in relation to the blood pressure recommendations. To enable and support clinical EIM applications using accelerometry-based activity monitors, it is critical to establish similar standardization for indicators of PA. The standardized use of MET-minutes provides the most defensible option because it is used as the basis for official PA guidelines. Values can still be expressed to the public in terms of minutes of MVPA but the estimates need to be derived from MET-minutes to promote standardization.
The tracking and reporting of steps is also common in devices and apps, but there are limitations for clinical applications because steps only capture locomotor activity (i.e., ambulation). Steps are a metric that can be easily translated to the general audience but it is not clear yet how many steps per day are necessary/recommended (i.e., dose) to improve health (16) . The available evidence suggests that it is the accumulated EE associated with steps and other activities that contribute health benefits, and not steps per se (13) . Because public health guidelines are based on MET-minutes, it is critical to develop methods that can estimate the energy cost of free-living activity with reasonable accuracy. Steps provide advantages for daily monitoring and for behavior change applications but available standards are not sufficient for clinical mHealth applications.
Evolution of monitor technology for assessing PA. The use of accelerometry-based activity monitors for research on PA goes back at least 30 yr, but the use of monitors for consumer and clinical applications is a rather new phenomenon. Fitbit Inc. (San Francisco, CA), one of the most popular activity monitor companies, was launched in 2007 and shipped more than 22 million units in 2016 alone (17). Many factors have contributed to the growth of this technology sector, but one driving force was the inclusion of accelerometer technology in a variety of consumer products (e.g., smartphones, watches) which promoted innovation and competition. With a more competitive price-point, companies were able to develop monitoring devices that enabled consumers to easily track their daily PA behaviors. The ubiquity of smartphones and integrated connectivity through Bluetooth has ushered in many opportunities for interventions and mHealth applications.
Although the use of activity monitors is now common in society, there are challenges that limit effective use in research and clinical applications (18, 19) . The complexity is compounded by the variability in monitor types and technologies, as well as by monitor placement and sampling methods. Numerous articles have been written on the technical aspects of various monitoring technologies and even more have been published on methods to process and interpret data from these devices (20, 21) . However, little attention has been given to the specific considerations needed to use monitors in mHealth applications. A previous review of consumer monitors provided direct comparisons of different monitors (22) but it is difficult to make comparisons between studies due to differences in the methods and monitors being compared. Therefore, the focus in this review is on how decisions about the indicators and analytic methods influence conclusions that are drawn from monitor validation studies. Emphasis is placed on the utility of monitors to assess PA and EE because, as mentioned above, these indicators have the most relevance for assessing compliance with PA guidelines.
Calibration methods for estimating EE. The process of converting raw data into estimates of PA and EE is generally referred to as "calibration." Early research aimed at calibrating accelerometry-based activity monitors relied on linear regression equations to convert counts from accelerometer to EE. The equations were generally developed under laboratory conditions, but the accuracy did not generalize to free-living activities (23) . New equations were developed for different ages and populations (24) (25) (26) , but cutpoints developed from these equations were highly disparate, leading to the widely noted "cutpoint conundrum" (27, 28) . It became evident that single equations cannot accurately predict EE for different types and intensities of activity-or for detecting sedentary behaviors (SB) (29) . Thus, more complex statistical modeling techniques started to be used to differentiate walking and running activities from other lifestyle activities (30, 31) . To overcome the overestimation of sedentary and light PA EE, inactivity thresholds were also introduced to assign EE values instead of applying regression models for this determination (32) . Continued efforts were made to improve the accuracy of EE estimation by using more robust, naturalistic study designs (e.g., including a more diverse range of activities), and by using different machine learning approaches to aid in pattern recognition (33) (34) (35) . The complex machine learning models provide more flexibility and more fully utilize the rich data from accelerometer outputs, but a detailed summary of these methods is beyond the scope of this review.
Refining calibration methods has been complicated by the multiple locations used by contemporary monitors (e.g., hip, wrist, thigh, ankle) as well as by efforts to combine heart rate with accelerometer data. Extensive lines of research with the multisensor, SenseWear Armband demonstrated improved accuracy with the inclusion of heat-related sensors to supplement the primary accelerometer signal (36, 37) . The company that developed the SenseWear (BodyMedia) was bought by Jawbone (Jawbone, San Francisco, CA) to presumably be used in other devices but different technologies and analytic methods have evolved over time. Contemporary wearable activity monitors have clearly capitalized on insights from early research, but the proprietary procedures used by each company are typically not disclosed. Most devices likely use triaxial accelerometers and probably use robust pattern recognition procedures to differentiate type and intensity of activities. Many wrist-worn monitors now incorporate photoplethysmography, which enables the detection of heart rate, but it is not clear how the data is used to improve estimation of EE. Research with the Actiheart monitor documented advantages of incorporating heart rate data with accelerometer data (38, 39) , but the advantages of consumer monitors that integrate heart rate data are less clear. A direct comparison of two heart rate enabled consumer monitors by Bai et al. (40) demonstrated stronger accuracy for the Apple Watch (Apple, Cupertino, CA) compared to the Fitbit Charge HR (Fibit Inc. San Francisco, CA). However, the precision of estimates from the newer device was actually worse than an earlier version of the Fitbit tested under relatively similar conditions (41) . A challenge in interpreting any of the newer monitors is the lack of transparency about the specific algorithms or methods. Thus, it cannot even be assumed that the heart rate data are really used within the prediction algorithms or whether error is reduced. A recent study by Montoye et al. (42) , for example, indicated that Fitbit products measuring heart rate yielded different estimates of EE compared to Fitbit products without heart rate. Without standardization it is difficult to interpret the disparate findings. Although companies have different methods and approaches for estimating PA and EE, the accuracy and utility of their estimates should be directly comparable if common metrics and indicators are used in evaluation. The next section will review the strengths and limitations of different approaches to aid in output standardization.
OVERVIEW OF MEASUREMENT AGREEMENT METHODS AND INDICATORS
Measurement error principles. A factor contributing confusion in the literature is the lack of attention given to fundamental measurement principles and terminology. For example, the ubiquity of monitoring technology in research has led many to erroneously imply that monitors are "measuring" PA. In actuality, traditional accelerometry-based activity monitors are measuring acceleration (i.e., change in the speed of movement over time) and this raw data is used to estimate EE or PA (15) . Pedometers can count steps and heart rate monitors can directly sense heart beat; however PA cannot be directly measured with accelerometry-based devices but is instead inferred or estimated. Thus, although it is true that these devices are used as activity "measures" (i.e., measure used as a noun), they are not technically measuring PA (i.e., measure used as a verb). The lack of attention given to this fundamental issue has hampered research because it has deemphasized the significant measurement error associated with current methods and estimates generated from these devices.
Despite the popularity of accelerometry-based monitors, these measures are indeed affected by both systematic (i.e., bias) and random error (i.e., within-person random error). The systematic error reflects systematic differences between a criterion measure (e.g., double labeled water) and the alternative measure being tested (e.g., accelerometer). Random error results from the variability associated with repeated assessments (i.e., within-person assessments). It influences the reliability or precision of a measure, but studies have demonstrated that most of the within-person variation in PA is attributable to individual factors (i.e., day-to-day/season variability), and not the technical features built into these devices (43) . Systematic error relates http://www.acsm-msse.org closely to validity or accuracy of a measure and this measurement property has been more extensively studied with activity-based monitors (18, 19, 43) . Although random error has received less attention in the literature we will focus our discussion on systematic error/validity of activity monitor devices.
Although many studies have reported on the validity of prediction equations and algorithms for assessing EE and PA, it has proven difficult to compare the accuracy of the outcomes (44) . This has been attributed to choice of the criterion method, the research study design, the sample population, the nature/ diversity of the activities evaluated, and the way data are analyzed/reported (45) . The features of the calibration protocol also have a direct influence on the nature of the error and how they perform in free-living studies. For example, calibration studies of accelerometers using purely ambulatory activities are known to produce substantially lower estimates of MVPA when compared with accelerometers whose protocols included a more diverse set of activities (e.g., mixture of free-living activities) (46) . These challenges have direct implications for the calibration/validation of wearable devices.
Researchers have previously called for more standardization in methods (47, 48) and have started to embrace the use of open-source methods; however, little information is available about the specific protocols/methods used to calibrate/ validate newer lines of wearable activity monitors. The need to protect intellectual property is understandable, but the lack of transparency has made it difficult to systematically advance the science of monitor calibration while understanding the implications for validity as described above. Regardless of the methods used, it is important to emphasize that the process of calibration is quite complex and that there is considerable measurement error with all current methods.
Indicators and analytic techniques for evaluating agreement. Many articles erroneously conclude that a device or method has been "validated" based on a single statistical test or by the use in a published article. However, systematically evaluating validity and agreement requires a more comprehensive analytic approach (49) (50) (51) . It is also important to emphasize that a method can be "accurate" for group level estimations, but lack precision needed for individual level estimations. Because mHealth applications are almost always aimed at individual applications, the degree of individual error is a particularly important consideration. Thus, it is also important to make clear distinctions between individual and group level error when interpreting data from accelerometry-based monitors (52) . A brief summary of mathematical and statistical metrics is provided below to set the stage for the review.
The most commonly reported indicator is mean error (ME) or mean bias, which is calculated by averaging the difference between the criterion and the estimate (i.e., EE Criterion − EE monitors) . The indicator of mean percentage error (MPE) standardizes the error by expressing the error as a percentage deviation from the criterion (i.e., average EE difference from two measures divided by EE Criterion ). These two validation indicators reflect group-level agreement. In contrast, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) uses the absolute value of the EE difference before dividing by the EE Criterion . Root mean square error (RMSE), which was originally used to quantify the differences between sample and population values predicted by a model, is also frequently used in validation studies. Both MAPE and RMSE provide indicators of individual agreement.
Mean absolute percentage error provides a particularly useful comparison of individual agreement because it accounts for each individual participant's error while avoiding cancellation of errors from underestimation and overestimation. For instance, if error is 15% for one participant (i.e., overestimation) and −13% for another participant, the MPE would be 1%, whereas the MAPE would be 14%. The standardized use of MAPE is strongly recommended because it reflects the error expected at the individual level and because it can be directly compared across studies and monitors, regardless of the magnitude of the values. Absolute error (i.e., ME) will be larger for studies evaluating higher intensity activities or those conducted for longer periods of time; however, by expressing error in relative terms (using MAPE), indicators can be directly compared, regardless of the protocol used.
Although MAPE can reflect the magnitude of error it is still critical to quantify the overall direction (i.e., overestimation or underestimation). Many PA validation studies have used the Bland-Altman method (53) for this purpose, but there are many misconceptions with the application and interpretation of this method (54) . Although Bland-Altman plots have clear utility, a limitation is that they do not provide a way to empirically (or statistically) evaluate agreement. The information helps understand the nature and source of the error, but it proves challenging to draw definitive conclusions based on the distributions in these plots.
Standard statistical tests such as t-tests and ANOVA are also frequently used to compare two measures and assess group agreement. However, these tests are designed to test for differences rather than agreement. The failure to reject the null hypotheses of "no difference" simply cannot be used to infer agreement or equivalence. Moreover, because the significance of these tests is directly influenced by sample size, studies with larger and more robust samples are inherently more likely to detect statistically significant differences than studies with fewer participants-regardless of the size of the difference. Thus, these tests are powered in the wrong direction to test agreement. Several articles have explicitly called for the use of "equivalence testing" for studies evaluating agreement (55, 56) . The approach essentially flips the null hypothesis and this enables zones of equivalence to be established a priori and to be tested statistically. Readers interested in a more comprehensive explanation of equivalence testing and its applications are referred to the article by Dixon et al. (55) .
A step beyond simply visualizing the error is to move toward the use of measurement error models that can help to adjust for known bias and error. These methods are widely used in the nutrition literature to address errors in nutrition assessments and to a less extent used in PA research (57) (58) (59) . They are more commonly used to address error in report-based
is important to acknowledge the potential to statistically adjust for measurement error as opposed to evaluating error.
The main point of this section is to document the various analytic techniques commonly used to evaluate agreement. The subsequent review of validation studies provides a summary of measurement properties associated with various devices using the statistical indicators just described.
REVIEW OF ANALYTIC METHODS IN MONITOR VALIDATION STUDIES
A review of monitor validation studies was conducted to systematically evaluate the impact of analytic methods on outcomes from validation studies. Because the focus of this article is on clinically related mHealth applications, the review was restricted to wearable activity monitors that are currently being explored for mHealth integration. The distinction is blurry but Bluetooth capability and links with smartphone technology distinguish this type of monitor from traditional research grade devices. Emphasis in the review was also placed on the evaluation of EE (as opposed to steps or other indicators) because the focus is on evaluating compliance with PA guidelines. To enable direct evaluation of the analytic methods it was necessary to further restrict the review to studies that used a viable criterion measure of EE (i.e., doubly labeled water or direct/ indirect calorimetry).
The PubMed Search criteria (ran through May 31, 2018) used the following keyword combinations: 1. (Consumer monitors) AND (validity OR validation OR accuracy) and 2.
(PA monitors OR trackers) AND (validity OR validation OR accuracy). Only articles evaluated EE as outcome and used indirect or direct calorimetry or doubly labeled water as criterion were included. Abstracts and conference proceedings were excluded. The literature search identified 23 articles published between 2013 and 2018 that met the criteria (40, 41, . Table 1 summarized key characteristics of the studies including sample size, criterion measure, monitors evaluated, settings, and protocol design. The sample sizes ranged from 13 to 60 with more than half of the studies (12 out of 23) reporting sample sizes ranging from 20 to 30. Most of the studies (21 of 23) used indirect calorimetry as the criterion measure, whereas two studies used a metabolic chamber and/or doubly labeled water. A total of 58 different monitors were evaluated including several lines of Fitbit products (Zip, One, Ultra, Flex, Charge, Charge HR, Charge HR 2, Blaze, and Surge), Apple Watch series 1 and 2, Garmin products (Vivofit, Vivosmart, Vivosmart HR, Vivoactive, Forerunner), Polar products (H7 and A360), and Jawbone products (Up, Up24, and Up3). All monitors are listed in Table 1 .
With regard to study design, three studies evaluated EE under free-living settings (60, 69, 73) . Among the 20 studies conducted in controlled laboratory settings, eight utilized a semistructured design allowing participants to self-select the mode and/or intensity of activities (40, 41,61,68,71,76-78) . Five of the remaining 12 studies included structured activities beyond aerobic exercise such as lifestyle activities, resistance exercise, or sedentary activities (62, 63, 66, 73, 79) . Table 2 summarizes the various analytic methods and indicators used in the identified studies. The table reveals considerable variability with regard to the reporting of different indicators of agreement with the ME being the most commonly reported indicator (65%) followed by MAPE (52%), RMSE (26%), and MPE (22%). Each indicator provides different information and the lack of comprehensive reporting makes it difficult to compare outcomes across studies. It is encouraging that reporting of MAPE is increasingly common, but reporting of MPE is also important to document the direction of error and the magnitude of group-level error in a standardized way.
The inferential indicators in the reviewed studies include correlations, Bland-Altman plots as well as indicators of statistical differences (e.g., t-test or ANOVA) or equivalence (e.g., equivalence testing). The most commonly used statistical metrics to assess the validity are Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient (or Spearman Rank correlation as nonparametric measure) (20 of 23 studies or 87%) and paired t-test or ANOVA (or other nonparametric test for mean difference) (17 of 23 studies or 74%). Bland-Altman plots along with 95% limits of agreement were used by 16 studies (70%), whereas equivalence testing was used in only five studies (22%). Correlations clearly have limitations for evaluating agreement because two indicators can be associated with each other but yield very different estimates.
The tests for both difference tests and equivalence tests are dependent on sample sizes and arbitrary thresholds of significance so the most defensible indicator for ongoing comparison of monitor precision is the MAPE. Table 3 provides detailed results of the 10 studies that used indirect calorimetry as the criterion and reported MAPE values as part of the evaluation (40, 41, 62, 65, 66, 70, 71, 73, (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) . Three studies that met the criterion were not included in the table because they reported MAPE from more than two activities or intensities without an overall summary (70, 71, 75) . The MAPE values ranged from 9% (62) to 64% (79), but it is important to point out that MAPE values can be influenced by the monitors as well as by the nature of the research protocol used in the study. Studies that included an array of activities (including exercise and lifestyle activities) had MAPE values ranging from 9% to 64% with a median of 18% (40, 41, 62, 65, 66, 77) . Studies that only examined aerobic activities (or evaluated aerobic activities separately) had MAPE values ranging from 7% to 67% with a median value of 33% (40, 41, 66, 76, 78) . The exception is one study that specifically examined the accuracy during cycling which revealed much higher errors (21% to 75%) based on seven monitors (79) . Two studies examined resistance activities and the MAPE values ranged from 29% to 57% (41, 79) . These results demonstrate a wide variability in MAPE values but also document the inherent value in being able to directly compare precision of each monitor with a single unifying metric.
http://www.acsm-msse.org We also calculated "percent error" using mean difference (EE criterion − EE monitor ) divided by mean EE monitor from six studies that reported mean difference and MAPE (40, 41, 62, 65, 77, 79) . This information was added in Table 3 to compare with MAPE to document the point that a smaller mean difference at the group level does not imply small individual level error as evaluated by MAPE. As shown in Table 3 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STANDARDIZATION AND DATA HARMONIZATION
Considerable attention has been placed on the potential of various accelerometry-based activity monitors designed to estimate PA and EE in free-living conditions. This feature has led to growing interest in various mHealth applications aimed at clinical evaluations and behavior change, but the consensus in the literature is that the current generation of monitors are not yet sufficiently accurate (40, 79, 81, 82) . The devices clearly provide value to consumers, but greater accuracy is needed for screening, tracking, and clinical decision-making. Researchers have continued to explore ways to improve the accuracy of these estimates and most monitor companies are likely conducting parallel research. The key to advancing work in this area is to promote standardization in the ways that monitors are evaluated and how results are reported. This section will summarize guidelines for standardization and strategies for data harmonization.
Guidelines for standardization. The review provides documentation of the advantages and disadvantages of different metrics/indicators and directly documents the impact that evaluation methods have on interpretations that can be drawn from different studies. The use of consistent and comprehensive reporting of data would facilitate comparisons and enable new technologies to be directly compared to existing methods. If new monitors and processing algorithms have lower MAPE and better overall measurement properties than previous devices evaluated in similar ways the advantages can be directly quantified. Key design elements for validation studies adapted from previous guidelines (47, 48) The use of portable indirect calorimetry devices is recommended because they can be used in simulated free-living designs and enable error to be evaluated for discrete periods of time. The use of doubly labeled water and direct observation also have value as criterion measures but each has inherent limitations.
• Standardized protocols and wear locations: wearable activity monitors are designed to be worn in specific locations and in certain ways. Therefore, it is important to standardize locations/orientations as well as fit. It may seem convenient to place multiple monitors on the same wrist for Lee (2014) Tucker (2015) Bai (2015) Nelson (2016) Chowdhury (2017) Parak (2017) Woodman (2017) Boudreaux (2018) Bai (2018) Xie ( http://www.acsm-msse.org
comparison but the altered locations may lead to systematic differences if it deviates from manufacturer's recommendations. For example, wear location for multisensor devices that detect heart rate at the wrist must be positioned in specific ways to provide an accurate signal.
• Inclusion of reference monitors/metrics: studies should consider including more established monitors and methods when evaluating new monitors/methods. Reference monitors cannot be considered true criterion measures in these studies, but using various devices simultaneously provides a more robust way to understand differences in validity and to justify the relative differences between estimates.
The combination of the recommendations listed above requires both financial and logistic efforts, but consideration of these features will provide for a more comprehensive design. The unique aspect of the present review is that it directly documented the importance of using standardized statistical tests and comprehensive reporting of indicators. Thus, there is a similar need for standardization in analytic methods. A recent article by our team was developed as a guide to facilitate more standardized analyses and reporting of monitor validation studies (81) . Readers are also encouraged to review the technical aspects of equivalence testing described previously (55) because this approach is central to the recommendations. The essential features of a comprehensive evaluation are summarized below:
• Reporting relevant metrics: comprehensive reporting of all relevant metrics is important to enable comparisons across monitors and studies. This is particularly important for studies reporting EE indicators because they can be reported in both absolute and relative terms. Absolute metrics of mean difference (i.e., ME) have been widely used in the past validity studies, but emphasis should be placed on metrics that account for duration or intensity of the testing protocol. In some cases, the errors expressed at minute or day level are acceptable, which also provide possible ways to make comparisons between studies.
• Documenting error: the direction of error for group-level estimation should be reported using MPE and the magnitude of error for individual level estimation should be reported using MAPE. Bland-Altman plots can be used to complement these analyses and to determine if the devices provide similar accuracy across a range of activity levels. Error also needs to be reported for both individual activities and aggregated set of free-living activities. Reporting the estimated error for both will help understand what activities add the most error and how these are likely to impact estimation of total activity or EE.
• Focusing on equivalence: the use of equivalence testing is strongly recommended to provide a way to directly evaluate measurement agreement. Specific criteria needed to document statistical "equivalence" would require consensus but guidelines for chemical bioequivalence are typically riskbased (83) . Because the risk of misclassification of PA is low, a relatively liberal criteria of 15% to 20% error could be a viable target for equivalence (55) . However, an advantage of equivalence testing is that it is possible to calculate the actual bounds within which the monitors are statistically equivalent to the criterion. This would make it possible to document, for example, that measurement error is less than 12% (i.e., between 88% and 112% of reference measures (i.e., 88% to 112%). The implications of error vary depending on the application (e.g., counseling, surveillance vs test of associations) so readers are referred to several primers on equivalence testing (55, 56) for broader discussion on these issues.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR AGNOSTIC REPORTING OF MONITOR DATA
A documented barrier in mHealth applications is the variability in ways that data are summarized and reported by companies and the lack of resolution in data exports. A position article on the complexities of using monitors in mHealth applications summarized the major challenges in incorporating data from monitors into EMR systems (8) . A key to this process is to enable systems to import standardized outcomes and common units. The standardized reporting of MET-minutes and evaluation of compliance with PA guidelines provides one form of standardization but other features are needed to achieve the agnostic monitoring of PA data for mHealth applications. Companies should clearly have freedom to innovate, but some standardization is needed to ensure that data from different devices can populate the same indicators in EMR
• Reporting wear time: monitor companies should enable reporting of wear time to ensure that collected data are representative of a day and that sufficient data are collected to generalize to a typical week.
• High-resolution outputs: monitor companies should provide high resolution export capabilities to enable exporting of data on a minute-by-minute basis. This is critical for coding minutes into the four established intensities (sedentary, light, moderate, and vigorous) and for more robust visualizations of PA profiles. Accumulated steps over a whole day or other summary indicators can have utility for consumers but reporting of data on a minute-by-minute basis is needed to convert outcomes into MET-minutes so that compliance with PA guidelines can be evaluated.
• Open API: monitor companies should provide "open API" to enable integration into data aggregation utilities and tools to facilitate standardized processing. Without methods to directly extract the raw data, it will not be possible to achieve the goals of more agnostic reporting of PA data from monitors.
Of course, for any of this to occur, it is necessary to identify effective incentives that encourage monitor companies to adhere to these guidelines. A potential incentive could be some type of certification or documentation that a monitor has met the basic criteria needed for inclusion in mHealth applications.
There are examples of organizations that document standards for electronic equipment and for food so there could be opportunities to establish minimal standards needed for inclusion in clinical applications such as those envisioned by the EIM initiative (8) . Guidelines should be established to ensure that indicators correspond with established Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes indicators used in electronic medical systems. Standardized data formats, such as Health Level Seven International, are already used by most health care systems, and tools such as Regenstrief Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes Mapping Assistant and Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources enable efficient integration. The lucrative and strategic opportunities for integrating devices into mHealth applications will continue to drive innovation, but it is important for professional organizations and researchers to help ensure that the monitors used in these applications have sufficient validity. The Consumer Technology Association has taken steps to facilitate standardized evaluation of some indicators from monitoring devices but collaboration with research-based organizations would promote transparency and quality control. Preliminary guidelines for companies seeking a basic level of endorsement could include documentation of the technology and sensors used in the devices as well as published reports on the reliability of signals and outputs. Descriptions of calibration methods used to establish the values should be provided as well as evidence of external validation based on the protocols and methods described here. The AHA position statement on physician counseling (11) referenced roles that organization, such as the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society and Open mHealth.org can play in this process. Leadership is clearly needed to drive this agenda, but the guidelines here provide a starting point to facilitate standardized reporting procedures in research.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this review was on the impact of analytic methods on the outcomes and interpretations of validation studies on accelerometry-based activity monitors. Emphasis was placed on considerations for evaluating PA behavior, but the analytic methods and reporting guidelines would also apply for research on SB. The current PAGA report emphasizes the mantra "move more-sit less" (12) so it is also important to consider whether devices can effectively capture SB. This is especially important considering the evolving paradigm shift toward 24-h epidemiology and 24-h movement guidelines that emphasize "healthy movement profiles" as opposed to specific behaviors (84) . The recommended use of METs as a unifying metric is consistent with these new concepts because tracking of MET-minutes enables the creation of profiles that capture the full intensity spectrum (sedentary, light, moderate, and vigorous). However, there is continued need for innovation in methods to obtain more accurate estimates of these indicators. The main point of the article is that standardized analytic methods and reporting of outcomes are critical to systematically advance research on PA and SB with these devices.
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